The increase in virtual and hybrid learning makes library support more important than ever. You need a partner who can help you provide an excellent patron experience, collaborate and communicate across campus, and support your university’s mission reliably and cost-effectively.

**Get More Done**

By unifying and streamlining workflows, librarians can deliver greater value through customer-facing services and better support teaching and learning.

**Alma**

Unify your print, electronic and digital collection management in an intuitive and focused way. Alma eliminates time-consuming manual processes and siloed systems, reduces costs and increases reliability.

**Rialto**

Rialto is an academic marketplace that creates a seamless workflow for selection and acquisition and allows libraries to make informed decisions in the book-buying process.

“The staff response has been overwhelmingly positive. Not all our subject selectors have Alma accounts, so they couldn’t see any live numbers for their funds until we got Rialto. This has been a huge improvement for them.”

— University of Central Florida

**Primo**

Maximise the exposure of your library collections and provide your users with fast access to scholarly materials and intuitive ways to explore new content. Create and design your library’s user experience, while unifying resource discovery and management.

**Leganto**

Foster meaningful learning and engage students – online or in the classroom – with this resource list management solution. Leganto enables libraries to streamline access to course materials and reduce costs by leveraging library collections, expertise and services.

**Library Mobile App**

Integrated with key library systems, this app provides patrons with personalised services including search, account access, favorites, push notifications, information pages, guides and maps.

**Advance Your University’s Mission**

Get the most out of your collections by maximising their exposure and leveraging flexible acquisition workflows. Plus, reduce costs by sharing resources from other institutions.

**Resource Sharing**

Save staff time and boost usage of your collections with fast and low-friction resource sharing from Ex Libris that...

- Manages a higher volume of requests and returns
- Shares print resources – including account courier networks and consortia
- Automates interlibrary loan processes, reducing turnaround time and cutting costs

To learn more visit: [https://about.proquest.com/en/promotions/elevate-your-library](https://about.proquest.com/en/promotions/elevate-your-library)
Our research and learning solutions empower researchers, faculty and students to succeed throughout their academic careers while enabling your library to demonstrate its impact on the curriculum and contribution to research excellence.

With databases designed to support scholarship at every level across disciplines, you can provide cost-effective access to premium content and tools that meet the demand for digital and make research and learning more engaging and effective for everyone—from first year undergraduates through to publishing authors. Our solutions bridge library and learning management systems so that your staff can partner effectively with faculty at scale to improve student learning, and help you easily track your institution’s research output to show how your collections align.

Our solutions can help you:
- Offer the authoritative content needed to support student and instructor success
- Support faculty and graduate-level research
- Help libraries make limited resources go further
- Demonstrate the library’s impact on educational outcomes

Buying to support teaching and learning:

**ProQuest One Academic**

ProQuest One Academic is the only academic resource that includes essential authoritative content of this variety—search journals, news, videos, eBooks, dissertations, magazines and more—across disciplines so libraries can meet the teaching and learning needs of a diverse faculty and student body.

**Web of Science Core Collection**

The Web of Science Core Collection is a multidisciplinary citation database that connects papers from the world’s leading journals, conferences and books in a linked network that helps undergraduates develop information literacy skills.

With the Core Collection, students can quickly evaluate an author’s authority and the credibility of academic sources, understand the importance of citing sources in academic writing, and explore a citation network that shows how scholarly ideas evolve over time. Faculty can easily stay abreast of fields that are expanding rapidly and changing daily, find key papers to use in instruction, and prepare students for graduate school with the same tools used at research universities.

**Primary Source Collections**

Primary Sources and Historical Collections enable your institution to advance scholarship and engage students with content from a diverse array of voices. With access to over 500M pages of content carefully matched to scholarly publishing and research trends, scholars can conduct novel research that addresses the underserved and overlooked. Students can use timelines and topic pages to easily find and examine evidence, compare perspectives and draw conclusions from curated content spanning borders from antiquity to the 21st century.

**Leganto**

Leganto is a course materials management solution that bridges the divide between library and learning management systems so that you can partner effectively with faculty at scale to deliver outstanding learning experiences for students and demonstrate impact on the curriculum.

**EndNote**

EndNote is a reference management, citation, and collaboration tool that helps researchers and graduate students save time, stay organised, and collaborate effectively as they write and publish research papers.

**TDM Studio**

TDM Studio offers the library an opportunity to engage directly with researchers and support their evolving data and language processing needs. Through TDM Studio, the library can leverage the power of their resources to help researchers gain immediate access to content that is already cleared for text and data mining.
Interdisciplinary

ProQuest One Academic

A landmark resource with single point access to the world’s largest curated collection of essential content. Called “invaluable” by Library Journal, ProQuest One Academic, assembles four core multi-disciplinary products on the same responsive, cross-searchable platform. “This product offers both substance and style,” said the Charleston Advisor. “ProQuest One Academic is about intuitive as it gets.”

ProQuest One Academic includes:

**Academic Video Online**

A comprehensive video subscription, with almost 80,000* titles. The latest content additions include content from Sony Pictures Classics, FILM PLATFORM, PBS, BBC, Bloomberg Media Distribution, Qwest TV, Grasshopper Film, Collective Eye Films, Cheng Cheng Films, and more.

*Coming in 2023:* Academic Video Online will be launching a new learning tool, Video Interaction Functionality. This will enable faculty to embed pedagogical tools throughout streaming videos, including discussion prompts, multiple choice and free form questions, polling, and more.

Video interactions can be created by faculty or edited from interactions already available and will deliver meaningful ways to leverage streaming video for collaboration, reflection, and assessment of student knowledge and retention of course lessons and concepts.

Faculty will also have access to real-time analytics, to see student responses and adapt their teaching based on student comprehension to facilitate improved learning outcomes.

Learn more: [www.alexanderstreet.com/avon](http://www.alexanderstreet.com/avon)

---

ProQuest Central

This multidisciplinary research solution is the foundational collection every library needs to support first year students through to scholarly researchers.

In addition to some of the world’s most important scholarly publishers including Cambridge University Press, Springer, Nature, Emerald, and others, Proquest Central delivers:

- Essential news content from sources such as Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, Le Monde, The Economist, and more.
- Influential business and current affairs magazines
- The latest academic thinking in the form of working papers and conference proceedings
- In 2022 775+ NEW full text titles were added. See details on what’s new ([https://support.proquest.com/s/article/What-s-New-in-ProQuest-Central-Updated-Quarterly?language=en_US#Q2-2022](https://support.proquest.com/s/article/What-s-New-in-ProQuest-Central-Updated-Quarterly?language=en_US#Q2-2022)).

Learn more: [https://about.proquest.com/en/products-services/ProQuest_Central/](https://about.proquest.com/en/products-services/ProQuest_Central/)

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global

With over 5.5 million records and over 3 million full-text works, PQDT is an extraordinary collection of diverse, multi-disciplinary dissertations and theses. It continually evolves with new content – 237,000 new works during 2022 – and new functionality. Added in 2022, eLearning in 7 languages, English translations for titles and abstracts, and Citation Connections recommend relevant and influential based on shared citations. Link to any of these sources in ProQuest One Academic or in your library holdings.

Academic Complete

Providing libraries with affordable access to over 227,000* multidisciplinary ebooks, the Academic Complete subscription grew by 19,000+ titles in 2022. New content includes titles supporting trending and emerging areas of study like Information sciences, Biomedical sciences, Psychology and topics relating to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion.

Sign-up for What’s New in Academic Complete updates: [https://support.proquest.com/s/article/New-in-Academic-Complete](https://support.proquest.com/s/article/New-in-Academic-Complete)

---

*Territory restrictions apply*
For researchers focused on today’s urgent global challenges, access to preprints can significantly speed up scientific progress. We’ve created the Preprint Citation Index™ so researchers can see the links between both preprints and journal articles, all within the trusted Web of Science platform.

Introducing preprints to Web of Science

The new Preprint Citation Index is a multidisciplinary collection of preprints from leading repositories that helps researchers stay current with the newest research while maintaining confidence in the resources they rely on. Millions of Web of Science™ users can now locate and link to preprints while working in their preferred search and discovery environment, bringing more visibility to preprints.

Integrating preprints into the platform

The Preprint Citation Index is a standalone database and currently covers 2 million preprints from arXiv, bioRxiv, medRxiv, ChemRxiv, and Preprints.org. We plan to add preprints from at least a dozen additional repositories throughout 2023.

Our unique, multidisciplinary collection of preprints helps you and your researchers:

- **Locate versions of record for published preprints:** Find and reference peer-reviewed articles with links from preprints to Web of Science Core Collection records.
- **Connect unpublished research to scholarly articles:** Uncover the relationships between cutting-edge preprints and published journal articles via citation linking.
- **Expand the view of a researcher’s expertise:** Place preprints in the context of a researcher’s career with preprints displayed on Web of Science Researcher Profiles.
- **Monitor new research across several repositories:** Set up an alert and get notified when relevant preprints become available.

Impact of a joined-up research publication ecosystem

Searching aggregated preprint content alongside other content sets saves valuable time – streamlining the research process and helping researchers make important connections faster.

We anticipate that discovering preprints in the Web of Science environment will also simplify the process of evaluating preprint quality and trustworthiness by connecting preprints to versions of record and linking to other scholarly output from a preprint’s authors.

This new index can also help researchers identify trends in the preprint landscape with the help of standardised metadata from 2021 onward, including the ability to analyse preprint output by institutional affiliations, regions or funders.
ProQuest One Business

“The interface is sleek and intuitive.”
– Charleston Advisor
Best New Product 2021

“In addition to outstanding content, the database is also superbly organised and easy to navigate.”
– Library Journal Best Reference:
Best Database 2021

“The variety of content users have access to in one product is remarkable”
– ACRL Choice Outstanding Academic Title 2022

ProQuest One Business supports the unique teaching and learning needs of business faculty and students by combining practical and theoretical content in an interface that helps students build the research skills they’ll need for success in their courses and careers.

What’s New in ProQuest One Business:

Interface enhancements:
- Intuitive, visual industry and subject browses makes it easier to discover and use content
- New Industry Topic Pages: similar in structure to the popular Company Topic Pages, these bring together information on key industries making it easy for students to find relevant articles, books, news, reports and more for more than 100 industries

More content:
- Over 70 scholarly journals added in full text, including:
  - Titles from Cambridge University Press such as Journal of the History of Economic Thought and Network Science
  - Journal of Aboriginal Economic Development (Captus Press)
  - Titles from Common Ground Research Networks including The International Journal of Sustainability Policy and Practice and The International Journal of Organizational Diversity
- Over 30 new business cases from IE Business School
- Business news sources including The Conversation and Private Equity News and Financial News from Dow Jones
- More than 40 magazines and trade journals covering industries such as construction, aviation, footwear, social media, and cybersecurity. Titles include The Economist’s ‘World Ahead’ and Path to Purchase IQ (EnsembleIQ)
- Over 400 extra Books from publishers such as Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and Kogan Page

TDM Studio

Pair business collections with a text and data mining solution that provides researchers with full rights clearance for their data and language processing needs. Interrogate News, Journals, Dissertations, and more to answer questions in Business and Economics.
We continue to add new features and content to a collection of scholarship and literary works as diverse as your students. Recent enhancements include:

**What’s New:**

- **Hit Visualisation** — Shows users visually where their hits are concentrated in the text and allows them to click straight to them, often allowing them to skip to the parts of the text most relevant to their search.

- **Close Reading** — New features support the deep and thorough analysis of literary works. Software enhancements allow users to sort by and preview keyword occurrence within context in the results list. Users can also see hits of key terms in the table of contents alongside the text saving hours of time combing through texts.

- **Topic Pages** guide students to content they may not have thought to seek out. Extra pages have been added including 400 more biography pages and 200 pages covering movements, key works, and new authors.

**Recent content additions:**

Over 900 books added including:

- Gender, Nation, and the Arabic Novel: Egypt, 1892-2008 by Hoda Elsadda
- The Edinburgh Companion to Modern Jewish Fiction
- Asian American Literary Studies by Guiyou Huang
- The Sea by Raúl Zurita, Bei Dao, and Shelby Chan
The Right Content, Delivered to the Right Users, at the Right Time

With ProQuest, libraries get access to a universe of award-winning, cross-disciplinary content from renowned publishers. We’re constantly reviewing our collections and adding new titles to support evolving trends and provide end-to-end support to meet your unique workflow challenges.

New Content and Publishers

In 2022, over 230,000* titles were added to Ebook Central, including content from essential trade publications, popular academic imprints, textbooks, and unique university presses.

New content highlights:

- **HarperCollins Publishers** – 5,500+ titles, including works from notable authors such as Paulo Coelho, CS Lewis, Jhumpa Lahiri, Umberto Eco, George Orwell, Richard Wright and Isabel Allende, among others.
- **Hachette Book Group** - 14,000+ titles across a range of genres with well-known imprints such as Little Brown, Grand Central Publishing, Basic Books and notable authors such as Louisa May Alcott, Malcolm Gladwell and Malala Yousafzai
- **Faber & Faber** - Independent publishing house offering over 3,500+ titles from notable authors T. S. Eliot, Philip Larkin, Margaret Storey, Samuel Beckett, Seamus Heaney, Milan Kundera and Kazuo Ishiguro and more.
- **Facts On File (Infobase Learning)** - Almost 2,900 titles from an award-winning publisher of reference materials specialising in key subject areas such as history, science, literature, geography, health, and more.

New Spanish content highlights:

- **Editorial Reverté** – 150+ titles across a range of genres, including science, technology, architecture and management books.

New diversity, equity and inclusion content highlights:

- **Canadian Scholars Press** - Over 250+ titles with strong coverage in DEI areas including Indigenous Studies, Disability Studies, Gender & Sexuality Studies.
- **Indigenous Corporate Training Inc.** - New content that helps indigenous peoples with business and training in French and English language.

Content from Around the World

Libraries need a reliable and easy access to non-English, multidisciplinary content from a variety of publishers to meet the needs of their faculty and students. ProQuest’s extensive catalogue of over 2 million ebooks in over 50 languages gives selectors access to a universe of award-winning, cross-disciplinary content.

Content available* to academic libraries includes:

- 250,000+ German titles
- 90,000+ Spanish titles
- 67,000+ French titles
- 35,000+ Portuguese titles
- 20,000+ Arabic titles
- 16,000+ Chinese titles
- 6,000+ Italian titles
- 5,000+ Japanese titles
- 2,500+ Dutch titles
- 40+ additional languages

Start your search on Ebook Central, OASIS or Rialto, and easily identify and acquire non-English content in a variety acquisition models, including Perpetual Access, Demand Driven Acquisition (DDA), Short-Term Loan (STL), Access-to-Own (ATO), Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA).

* Territory restrictions apply
Publisher Partnerships

Publisher Direct

Order ebooks on your preferred platforms through Rialto and OASIS, eliminating the laborious task of purchasing from multiple publisher and aggregator sites. In 2022 we added Unebook, John Benjamins, Gale eBooks (for U.S. and Canada only).

JSTOR DDA

JSTOR’s Demand-Driven Acquisition (DDA) program is now available through Rialto and OASIS and offers more than 115,000 ebooks from 300+ scholarly publishers, all DRM-free with unlimited simultaneous use. Rialto and OASIS offer flexible workflows that enable libraries to simultaneously manage multiple platform DDAs. Librarians can view DDA pools across ebook platforms within one workflow and leverage powerful profile management tools to ensure the best content is added.

Curated Ebook Collections

Supply Chain Ebook Collection

To support the next generation of professionals explore real-world issues from multiple angles, this new collection is an aggregate of the most used ebooks on Ebook Central dedicated to Supply Chain Management, Logistics & Procurement, Global Trade, Manufacturing, Innovation & Operations and related topics. Over 4,100 Ebook Central titles are available in multiple licensing and buying models.

Ebook Central Enhancements

Chapters in Summon and Primo

Ebook Central book chapters are now discoverable in Primo and Summon. This new integration enables your patrons to uncover even more your library’s collection and institutional resources when searching on Primo and Summon.

Rialto Enhancements

Rialto is a comprehensive academic books marketplace, designed for informed decisions and seamless, end-to-end workflows. Rialto offers greater efficiencies for today’s selection and acquisition librarians.

What’s New in Rialto:

- **Faculty Alerts:** Rialto users can easily get notified of new titles in areas of interest with Title Alerts. Now, these alerts may also be shared with faculty members to enable better collaboration on purchasing decisions and streamline the process for acquiring faculty-suggested titles.

- **Searching and Purchasing from Citation and Reading Lists:** Rialto can now be searched directly from Alma Reading List management to help librarians save time and steps in purchasing course materials. With this enhancement, staff can search the Rialto marketplace for each citation and place orders without losing the reading list context.

- **Evidence-Based Acquisition:** Expand access to content while sticking to a budget with Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA) in Rialto. Rialto features innovative tools to monitor your EBA content pool, track your budget spend, and streamline the title selection process—all within one unified workflow.

Visit the Knowledge Center to view all the latest enhancements: [knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Rialto/Release_Notes](knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Rialto/Release_Notes)

Ebook Subscriptions 2022 Review

Sustainability Ebook Subscription

Launched in late 2022, this is the first ebook subscription helping students and researchers explore sustainability issues from multiple angles. Mapped to the UN SDGs, content includes over 7,200 hand-picked, in-demand titles from renowned publishers.

To see What’s New in subscriptions like Academic Complete, College Complete and more, please check the respective Support Pages.
OASIS Enhancements

OASIS is a trusted ordering system for librarians with powerful tools and broad choices to support their collection development strategy. We continue to invest in OASIS to make selection and acquisition flow smoothly and efficiently.

What’s New in OASIS:

- **Enhanced Status Messaging:** Users can now hover over certain status messages in OASIS to easily view additional details at-a-glance. For example, if a title is in a list, you may hover over the status to view the name and owner of the list.
- **Download to Excel:** Users can now download a list of search results to Excel, including lists larger than our previous limit of 3,000 titles.
- **Near Real-Time Add to DDA:** OASIS users who utilise Demand-Driven Acquisition (DDA) will see faster response times for requests to add titles to their DDA pool, giving patrons quicker access to these titles.

Visit the [OASIS LibGuide](#) for more information on the new OASIS experience.

Promotions

Make the most of your budget with our latest offers.

**Expiring March 31st 2023:**

- 20% off Penguin Random House
- 20% Off Professional Organisations Publishers
- 50% Off E when you own the Print

**Expiring June 30th 2023:**

- 15% Off Select Supply Chain Titles
- 15% Off Select Sustainability Titles (new publisher list)
- For more details on existing promotions and publisher lists, please contact your Product Sales Specialist or visit: [about.proquest.com/en/customer-care/ebooks-offers](http://about.proquest.com/en/customer-care/ebooks-offers)

Syndetics Unbound

**Audio Clips**

Syndetics Unbound has released Audio Clips, part of the Look Inside element, which allows users to listen to a snippet of the audiobook. This enhancement includes an audio player that contains a sample sound bite from the audiobook, so that patrons can hear an excerpt.

Librarians will soon be able to upload missing or incorrect images to the Syndetics Unbound Image repository. Utilising an easy, drag and drop upload tool, Syndetics Unbound will help streamline the process for updating images in your catalog, enhancing discoverability.

**COMING SOON!**

**Syndetics Unbound Audio Clips**

**Here to Help You**

Our team of Consultants and Training Partners can help ease your workload by providing a range of services to support each library’s unique needs. We offer collection building services, workflow support, customised training plans, and more to save you time—so that you can focus on supporting your patrons.

By combining industry expertise with ProQuest technology and the library’s input, our teams can:

- Create and help maintain programs such as DDA, EBA, and Approval Plans
- Lead training and onboarding for new library staff
- Provide strategies for increasing access and usage.
Black History


The Reverend Joseph H. Jackson was the longest-serving president of the National Baptist Convention, serving in that role from 1953–1982, and pastor at Olivet Baptist Church on Chicago’s South Side from 1941 until his death in 1990. During his presidency of the National Baptist Convention, at the height of the civil rights movement in the 1950s and 1960s, Jackson spoke about the importance of loyalty to the federal government and emphasised the ballot as the strongest weapon in obtaining civil rights. Jackson’s stance put him in conflict with other Baptist leaders, including Martin Luther King, Jr., who favored nonviolent civil disobedience to achieve civil rights reforms. The Jackson Papers span from 1889–2003 but focus on the period from 1950–1990. A major series of National Baptist Convention records includes Jackson’s correspondence during his time as the organisation’s president, minutes of meetings, Jackson’s annual addresses to the National Baptist Convention, and some of his writings on civil rights and civil disobedience. The collection also includes a major series of Jackson sermons from 1928–1988, and personal records focused on his years as a graduate student from 1925–1945.

Cultural History

Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive Collection 5: Video Gaming

The fifth module of the Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive comprises the backfiles of more than 50 magazines devoted to computer and video gaming. The publications span the history of gaming, from the early 1980s to 2020, and a wide variety of platforms/consoles; they are vital primary sources through which researchers can derive insights into the history of game design, marketing, consumption, and more. As well as supporting the growing research area of gaming studies itself, this collection will provide valuable content for researchers in broader and adjacent fields such as 20th-century popular culture, arts, technology, and communication studies. Publications are digitised in color page-image format, with article-level metadata and searchable text. Coverage is from the first issue through to 2020, with issues scanned from cover to cover.

The VIBE Archive

This archive consists of the full run of VIBE magazine, the U.S. magazine of record for hip-hop culture from 1993–2014. Founded by Quincy Jones, VIBE not only offered influential reporting and news about rap, hip-hop, and R&B music but more broadly represented the associated urban youth culture. It is renowned for its pioneering role in establishing mainstream coverage of this culture and for raising the profile of many major hip-hop and R&B artists.
House Beautiful Archive

The archive of the US edition of House Beautiful, from its first issue in 1896 to the present. The oldest still-published US shelter magazine, House Beautiful not only records the history of interior design, but demonstrates how broader social and cultural trends – e.g. women’s roles, family life, new technologies, and consumer behavior – have manifested themselves in domestic settings for over 125 years.

Children’s Periodicals

This collection comprises a variety of 20th-century serials covering many aspects of children’s lives and interests. These include titles focusing on education, entertainment/literature, news, and religion/meal development. As well as shedding light on the history of childhood and family life during this period, these titles will provide alternative perspectives in the study of 20th-century advertising/marketing, popular culture, education, media, and print culture. Major titles include Sesame Street Magazine, Look and Learn, The Children’s Newspaper, and Boy’s Own Paper.

PRODUCT UPDATES

Early English Books Online (2022 Content Update)

The 2022 annual update includes Wing 146 and approx. 350 titles. The titles published between 1640 and 1700, cover a period in British history that saw shockwaves reach as far as Europe. Charles I was executed in 1649, but before this momentous historical event, the document “farevvell-speech unto the Lords Commissioners” (1648) hints at his increasing isolation. A King and No King is a Jacobean era stage play by Beaumont and Fletcher and was first published in 1619. However, the play re-emerged in 1687 as it was used repeatedly in the polemical literature of the mid-century political crisis to refer to the problem and predicament of King Charles I. The restoration period in 1660, saw the return of monarchy in Charles II. In this period, we see works such as The Poor Whores’ Petition. This was a satirical letter written by brothel owner Madam Cresswell, whose business was affected by the Bawdy House Riots of 1668. The petition was addressed to Lady Castlemaine, then lover of King Charles II of England. It requested that she come to the aid of her “sisters” and pay for the rebuilding of their property and livelihoods.

This release provides many more insights such as these, at a time when old forms of monarchy were being challenged and modernised whilst being held to account from different layers of society.

Early Modern History

Early European Books, Collection 21: Peace and Governance

Drawn from four partner libraries in Europe, this collection features books, pamphlets and other shorter documents totaling over 5000 items and circa 250,000 pages. The early modern period was marked by tremendous social upheaval and recurrent warfare, including the Dutch Revolt, the English Civil War, and the Europe-wide Thirty Years’ War. This collection charts the rise and fall of European conflicts through history chronicles, personal accounts and peace treaties. It includes larger works on jurisprudence such as the works of notable legislators and legal theorists that gather contemporary ideas of governance with the articulation of actual policy.

Early European Books, Collection 22: Pastimes in Early Modern France

The culture of France is eclectically represented in this collection as it covers pastimes and recreation, classical works, travel guides, dictionaries, vocabularies, phrase books, instruction in foreign languages and winemaking. This will be the last French collection from the BnF.

Early European Books, Collection 23: Education, Society and Cultural Life

This collection will include items from across Northern Europe that were important educational texts as well as insights into cultural life. Works cover music, culinary arts, philosophical works, heraldic works, and genealogies.
digitised audio with transcripts. They focus on Latinx issues related to politics, sociology, human rights, the arts and more with interviews of key figures and news reporting by a new generation of Latino/a journalists at the time.

**History Vault: Bexar Archives: Colonial Archives of Texas during the Spanish and Mexican Periods, 1717–1836**

From 1717 through 1836, the governments of Spain and Mexico collected in San Antonio de Bexar (when that city was the capital of Texas under Spanish and Mexican rule) an amazing series of official documents detailing the military, civilian, and political life of the Spanish province of Texas and the Mexican state of Coahuila y Texas. These records, which have become known as the Bexar Archives, constitute the most complete and detailed primary source in existence for the study of colonial Texas. Having formerly worked together on a microfilm version, now, in cooperation with the Center for American History at the University of Texas at Austin, ProQuest is digitising the Bexar Archives in History Vault. This collection consists of 250,000 pages of manuscript documentation and more than 4,000 pages of printed material on colonial and regional history.

The scope of the documentation contained in the Bexar Archives is as vast as the territory whose affairs it recorded. The earliest documents deal mainly with the affairs of the Canary Island settlers, religious matters, and relations with Native Americans. At the opening of the 19th century, friction along the Texas-Louisiana border, Anglo-American incursions, smuggling, and troubles over Indian raids and atrocities become prominent topics. The Mexican revolution of 1810, with its counterpart in Texas the following year, is vividly recorded, as are the Gutierrez-Magee invasion of 1812–1813, the battle of Medina in 1813, the Champ D’Asile incident in 1818, Dr. Long’s expedition in 1819, the coming of Moses Austin in 1820, the Mexican independent regime in 1821, the Fredonian Rebellion in Nacogdoches in 1827, and, finally, the independence of Texas in 1836. In addition to covering the high points of Texas history, it also documents virtually all aspects of life in Spanish and Mexican Texas.

**Historical Periodicals**

**Colonial Legacies: Empire and Commonwealth Periodicals**

This digital archive comprises of over 30 periodicals and approximately 800,000 pages. This collection offers a mixture of British publications about the Empire and titles published in Commonwealth countries (including Australia, New Zealand, India, Canada, and Papua New Guinea). It will support research in key events in colonial history, including the later phase of the Scramble for Africa, the world wars, independence movements, the creation of the Commonwealth, and more. While official publications contain valuable information about colonial administration and ideology, more popular titles, covering the arts, society, and general interests, provide insights into the broader history and culture of former colonies.

**Socialist & Radical Periodicals**

Published in the 20th century, this collection of periodicals reflects a variety of movements and ideologies on the political left. These include Marxist, socialist, communist, social democratic, and Fabianist publications, addressing key topics and events such as labor history/workers’ rights, international socialism, anti-Nazi movements, Red Scares, class struggles, campaigns/legislation, and youth radicalism.

**LATINX HISTORY**

**Latinx Thought and Culture: The NPR Archive, 1979–1990**

This collection showcases two radio programs: the weekly Spanish-language Enfoque Nacional (1979–1988) and the daily English-language Latin File (1988–1990), available for the first time in a searchable database as
History Vault: Confidential U.S. State Department and Diplomatic Post Special Files, Asia, 1945–1966

The Confidential U.S. State Department “Special” or “Lot” Files represent a rich source for students of American foreign policy. Focusing on political affairs, economic conditions, and policy positions, these documents complement the State Department Central Files and form a foundation for in-depth study of international affairs. Maintained by various State Department offices, bureaus, committees, and individuals, the Special Files hold a vast amount of unique material not preserved in the Central Files. They provide an especially valuable source for working papers, annotated memoranda, verbatim transcripts, drafts, and other informal material. Further, the Special Files often contain documents State Department officials considered too sensitive or important to forward to the general Central Files. The set of State Department and Diplomatic Post records covers the U.S. occupation of Japan following World War II, development of postwar Japan, the San Francisco Peace Conference of 1951, and economic conditions in Japan; the Korean War, peace negotiations, U.S.-Korea relations, and the rebuilding of South Korea after the end of fighting in the Korean War; military and economic relations between Japan, Korea, and the U.S. in the 1950s; ANZUS treaty talks with Australia and New Zealand; Nationalist and anti-colonial resistance movements in Vietnam, Indonesia, and Malaya; and efforts to establish a Southeast Asia Treaty Organisation.


Covering the key periods of the 20-year U.S. war in Afghanistan, this timely collection provides researchers with a trove of revealing primary documents, chiefly from the Bush and Obama years. Largely the product of decades of Freedom of Information Act requests and appeals, these records obtained from the State Department, CENTCOM, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and other agencies detail many of the problems that bedeviled the American-led occupation, including reconstruction efforts, diplomatic relations with the Afghan government, Pakistan's double-sided games, Taliban-al Qaeda relations, corruption, and narcotics.

DNSA: Targeting Iraq, Part II: War and Occupation, 2004–2011

Comprised of some 2,200 documents dating primarily from the conclusion in 2004 of the Coalition Provisional Authority’s administration of Iraq, thus restoring Baghdad’s titular sovereignty, through the 2011 U.S. military withdrawal, this collection covers efforts to reestablish Iraqi security and stability and restore a functioning economy and system of governance following decades of regional conflict, sanctions, invasion, and occupation. Topics include U.S. efforts to suppress violence arising from resistance to its presence in Iraq and from competition for power and monetary advantage; and Washington’s attempts to influence Iraq’s political and economic decision-making including leadership choices, the adoption of a new constitution, privatisation, and oil legislation. The documents address military strategy, as well as political and human rights issues such as prisoner abuse, contracting and contractor malfeasance, misspent resources, corruption, and the divergence between American objectives on one side and Iraqi realities and the outlook of its people on the other.

History Vault: Joint Chiefs of Staff in the Early Cold War, 1946–1960

As the principal group of military advisers to the president of the United States, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) is arguably the most important body of military leaders in the world. Records of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the Early Cold War contains the formerly classified and secret proposals that, when approved by the president, became the military and foreign policies of the United States. These records offer a behind-the-scenes view of the highest levels of U.S. military decision-making. The reports in this module were written by hundreds of JCS staff members—experts in fields ranging from Chinese defense strategy to U.S. military counterintelligence.

RefWorks

RefWorks is a cloud-based reference management service offering thousands of citation styles. It simplifies research workflow, making it simple to collect, organise, share and collaborate. It integrates with top writing tools, seamlessly imports from databases and discovery tools, and has administrative controls to measure ROI.
U.S. HISTORY

WOMEN'S HISTORY

History Vault: Americans for Democratic Action Records

At a conference of prominent American liberals and labor leaders held in New York City on May 9-10, 1941, the Union for Democratic Action (UDA) was formally organised, with James Loeb Jr. as executive secretary, Reinhold Niebuhr as national chairman, and Frank Kingdon as president. The purpose of the new organisation was to initiate a two-front fight against fascism, both at home and abroad. After World War II and the November 1946 elections, James Loeb Jr., national director of UDA, joined by Leon Henderson, Wilson W. Wyatt, Hubert H. Humphrey, and others, called for a convention of democratic progressives to meet in Washington, D.C., on January 4, 1947. Two days later, they formed Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) with James Loeb Jr., as national executive secretary. Among the ADA founders were Wilson Wyatt, first national chairman, Leon Henderson, Hubert H. Humphrey, Eleanor Roosevelt, Joseph P. Lash, Will Rogers Jr., Joseph L. Rauh Jr., Walter Reuther, James B. Carey, David Dubinsky, Walter White, Reinhold Niebuhr, and Herbert H. Lehman.

History Vault: American Jewish Congress Records: Administrative and Executive Committee, Governing Council, National Conventions, and Executive Director Files.

The American Jewish Congress, founded in 1918 under the leadership of Louis Brandeis, Felix Frankfurter, and Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, is one of the most important organisations dedicated to advocating for the interests of the American Jewish community and defending the civil rights of all Americans. The American Jewish Congress Records span from 1915-2009 and document the American Jewish Congress's impact on the United States legal system, civil rights and liberties, the fight against discrimination and antisemitism, and support for the State of Israel. The records of the American Jewish Congress are digitised by ProQuest from the holdings of the American Jewish Historical Society. This module represents the first seven series of the collection, covering the history of the American Jewish Congress, the proceedings of its governing committees, the files of the Executive Directors, and records of the organisation's national conventions.

WOMEN'S HISTORY

Woman and Social Movements in the U.S. 2023 edition

Exploring the multiplicity of women's activism in American public life, this collection is organised around document projects. Each is a scholarly work that links an interpretive essays to 30 or more related primary documents. Four new document projects are added every year, book reviews, roundtables and other features. This is the 2023 edition with two releases in the Spring and Fall. Two additional modules will be released in the spring and fall with the 2023 annual update. The titles and descriptions will be made available soon.

ProQuest Women's and Gender Studies

ProQuest’s comprehensive, award-winning content in women's studies, LGBTQ+ studies, and Masculinity studies is available in a single location for deeper, more meaningful research, teaching, and learning. Developed in collaboration with faculty, scholars and librarians, this database combines multi-format primary and secondary sources, like historical periodicals, archival documents, document projects, exhibits, videos, scholarly journals, essays and more. This outstanding content is supplemented with user-friendly features including timelines, topic pages, and collection pages for easier navigation and discovery.
Historical International Newspapers:
London Evening Standard

A London based paper, with national and commonwealth influence, focused on the social narrative of and for the man on the street, complementing the generalised perspective of the national titles, alongside the raw, first-impression coverage of international events from correspondents placed all over Europe, America and the Commonwealth, and national political developments well before the national papers hit the streets the following day.

Historical Black Newspapers:
Kansas City Call (1919–2010)

This Black weekly newspaper was founded in 1919 to provide leadership for the Black community. It quickly became one of the most successful Black newspapers in the U.S. covering civil rights issues and fighting segregation, discrimination, and other important issues of the African American community. The paper has a strong history of encouraging African Americans to register and vote and of covering many key Black issues including school segregation and urban development. The Kansas City Call fought to have Blacks serve on Kansas City juries and called for a reduction of violence within Black communities. It was the first African American newspaper to become an International News Service member in 1948 when it subscribed to one of the major wire services.

Historical International Newspapers:
The Observer Magazine (1964–2003)

Stretching back to 1964 and representing the heyday of Fleet Street feature publishing, creative advertising and photography, this archive is a rich source of historical and cultural journalistic content. Published as part of The Observer, The Observer Magazine features everything from interviews with A-list stars to moving and inspirational personal stories and social issues. Leading columnists of the day offer words of wit and wisdom, interspersed with stunning photo-reportage from around the world. This collection pairs well with the Historical International Newspapers: The Guardian and The Observer.

+ PRODUCT UPDATES

Historical Newspapers: The Washington Post
(New ownership years 1941-1984+)

Over forty years of The Washington Post, the political newspaper of record in the U.S., are offered for the first time for ownership. From 1940 covering events such as the bombing of Pearl Harbor and WWII, the cold war and the development and growth of post-war America, these are essential years in understanding the events and politics of the U.S. The assassinations of JFK, MLK and RFK, anti-war protests and the fight for civil rights are among the many historic events in this timeframe with The Washington Post at the center of it all. Spanning nearly eight presidencies and three wars, this content also includes the historic publishing of the Pentagon papers and Woodward and Bernstein's Pulitzer Prize-winning Watergate coverage.

Historical Newspapers: U.S. State Collections

ProQuest Historical Newspapers includes thirty-three U.S. state collections, each featuring the most important titles covering a specific state in the United States. Access these state collections, many with titles going back over one hundred and fifty years, and give your users insight into everything from local government decisions to historic moments that may not have been reported anywhere else.


OVER THE COURSE OF 2023

ProQuest will continue to add newspapers to the U.S. State Collections. Key titles will be added to California, Florida, Kentucky, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Texas, and Washington.
Historical Newspapers: COMING IN Q4 2023!
The Complete U.S. State Collection
This product will provide access to all the nearly 140 papers available in the individual State collections and will include an enhanced ability to browse and discover. These newspapers will provide key insights into local news, events, and politics. They will show how national and international events are covered at the local level. And, like all local papers, they will provide vital information including birth, marriage, and death announcements.

Historical International Newspapers: COMING IN Q4 2023!

**ABC** (Spain) (1903–2010)
First published in Madrid in 1903, ABC is the oldest newspaper still operating in Madrid, the second largest newspaper in Spain, and one of three newspapers of record in Spain. It has always been considered the most well written among Spanish newspapers with many great writers and intellectuals contributing over the years. Politically, ABC is known for supporting the Spanish monarchy and for its conservative political views. The newspaper uses extensive photography and was the first European newspaper to use photo engraving. ABC has a dedicated foreign bureau and offers considerable editorial space to foreign news, and coverage of the arts and Spanish culture.

Historical U.S. Standalone Newspapers: COMING SOON!

**Barron’s** (1921–2010)
Founded by Clarence Barron a successful Boston journalist and subsequent owner of Dow Jones & Company, *Barron’s Magazine* has been a leading U.S. weekly since 1921. Barron, considered the founder of modern financial journalism, created his magazine after his aggressive and in-depth coverage of Charles Ponzi which led to the schemer’s unraveling and conviction. His intense approach to find the financial truth paved the way for closer scrutiny of corporate financial information and thus made his magazine required reading for investors and financiers. *Barron’s* reports financial news, in-depth analysis and commentary on stocks and investments. It reflects on how markets moved across the world the previous week and provides outlook and reports on the week ahead.

**TDM Studio**
Pair news collections with a text and data mining solution that provides researchers with full rights clearance for their data and language processing needs. Interrogate historical and current news to answer questions in Business, Social Sciences, and Political Sciences.
**MUSIC & DANCE**

**Music Online: The Qwest TV Collection**
This collection preserves diverse live performances, covering the evolution of jazz and beyond — representing funk, soul, hip-hop, folk, indie, electronic, blues, and other eclectic world genres. Co-created by Quincy Jones & Reza Ackbaralay, this unique collection of highly curated 150 titles makes timeless concerts and global music accessible for research, teaching, and learning.

**Dance Online: Dance in Video, Volume III**
This volume addresses this key need for today’s dance students by providing hours of video content covering the full scope of 20th and 21st century dance. The collection includes videos from the most influential performers and companies. The diverse content supports a wide range of courses, from dance history and dance appreciation to choreography, dance composition, and improvisation.

**Music Online: Classical Music in Video, Volume II**
Music Online: Classical Music in Video, Volume II brings classical documentaries and video performances, designed to enrich academic research and enhance learning. This collection offers a diverse range of musical genres, including orchestral, choral, and chamber music, spanning across various time periods from medieval to contemporary. This enriching collection features performances by esteemed music groups, providing an exceptional resource for music scholars and students alike. Delve into the intricate beauty of musical art and deepen your understanding of music through the ages.

**Music Online: Opera in Video, Volume II**
This collection will contain important opera performances, captured on video through staged productions, interviews, and documentaries. Selections represent the world’s best performers, conductors, and opera houses and are based on a work’s importance to the operatic canon.

**THEATRE & DRAMA**

**Broadway on Demand**
The Broadway on Demand Collection brings together the full spectrum of Broadway performances with musicals, plays, dance performances, documentaries, and filmed series. With exclusive performances, backstage access, masterclasses, and more, this collection provides a front row seat to study and appreciate the art of theatre from the masters on Broadway.
SOCIAL SCIENCE PREMIUM COLLECTION

Social Science Premium Collection provides access to databases covering all areas of the social sciences. Content added in the last 12 months includes:

Over 100 full text scholarly journals were added in the last 12 months. Highlights include:

- 42 titles from Common Ground Research Networks, including the International Journal of Sustainability in Economic, Social and Cultural Context and the International Journal of Diverse Identities
- 3 titles from the University of California Press including Communist and Post-Communist Studies
- 2 titles from Berghahn Journals
- The Journal of Aboriginal Economic Development from Captus Press

36 additional scholarly journals were indexed including:

- 7 titles from Classiques Garnier Numérique
- 4 titles from Now Publishers
- 6 titles from Sage
- 6 from the University of California Press

Also added:

- 6 full text blogs including Chalkbeat and Ipu Kereru: Blog of the New Zealand Association for Research in Education
- Over 8,600 new full text dissertations, bringing the total number of full text dissertations to over 110k.

GENDER STUDIES

LGBT Magazine Archive, Volume II

This module expands the LGBT Magazine Archive program with the backfiles of over 20 additional titles. Magazines of this type are among the principal sources of documentation on LGBTQ+ cultures, lives, and events, but back issues have not typically been collected by university libraries. Collection 2 will include titles produced for a variety of readerships and LGBTQ+ communities, including, for example, African-American, lesbian feminist, bisexual and atheist. Publication types range from lifestyle publications, news titles, and leisure/travel guides, to journals aimed at a professional audience. As well as further U.S. and U.K. publications, Collection 2 extends the international coverage with some titles from mainland Europe. With content from the 1960s through to 2020, this collection will shed light on key topics such as health, lifestyle, politics, social attitudes, law, activism, LGBTQ+ rights, arts and literature.

ANTHROPOLOGY

Contemporary Anthropology: Archaeology

Archaeology has a history rooted in colonialism and the plunder of antiquities from the global south. This collection will bring together archival and textual material relating to archaeological excavations, methods, and practices done in the late 20th century to present day. It will help students debate ethical practices in archaeology, who owns the past, as well as contemporary field methods and analysis. The core archive featured will be the Cusichaca Archaeological Project (CAP) led by Ann Kendall who did numerous excavations in the Peruvian Andes from 1980s–2010s. Additional topics covered are: 3D imaging, bioarcheology, maritime archaeology, paleoecology, lithic technology, rock art, colonialism, repatriation, cultural heritage, and more.
LGBT Studies in Video, Volume II

Building off the first volume of LGBT Studies in Video, this curated selection of LGBTQ+ videos cover various topics from Trans rights to AIDS activism to the intersectionality of gender identity and race. One of our primary partners for this collection is Frameline, a nonprofit media organisation that produces the San Francisco International LGBT Film Festival, the oldest film festival devoted to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender programming currently in existence.

Queer Pasts, 2023 Exhibits

Queer Pasts is a collection of primary source exhibits for students and scholars of queer history and culture. The database uses “queer” in its broadest and most inclusive sense, to embrace topics that are gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender and to include work on sexual and gender formations that are queer but not necessarily LGBT. Each of the document collections in the database includes a critical introductory essay that helps explain the significance of the primary sources in historical terms and in relation to previous scholarship.

The 2023 release will include six additional exhibits. Exhibits will cover queer suffrage, queer student organising, Black gay men, HIV, cultural production, and more. Detailed exhibit descriptions coming soon.

GLOBAL STUDIES

Contemporary Global Issues in Video

This new addition to the Global Issues Library covers recently made films that expand on existing themes within all the existing collections. Topics include, but are not limited to, the status of refugee camps in Europe, child trafficking, identity, and LGBTQ+, human rights issues in Afghanistan, Colombia, and Brazil, post-conflict support, everything is connected, plastic and a world without bees (Environmental Issues); anti-corruption movements (Revolution and Protest); human bombs and cyborgs (Security Issues); and many more topics.

Trade and Globalisation

This collection will look at the main themes and events related to economic history by providing multiple perspectives and points of entries. The themes cover global fashion, history of trade, trade and politics, geographic trading flashpoints, trading players, global banking and protest.

POLITICAL SCIENCE & PUBLIC POLICY

Supreme Court Insight: 1897–1932

The comprehensive collection offers researchers a single location for discovery of Supreme Court dockets, complete opinions, joint appendices and briefs, including those filed by amicus curiae. This user-friendly interface makes it possible to narrow searches within a specific case on a dynamic page.

These case compilation pages are organised to maximise understanding of judicial process and to help users quickly identify content in Petition, Merit, and Resolution stages. The original module covers 1975–2016, with updates available separately. Historic modules include 1933–1974 and 1897–1932, which launched on 11/28.
This collection explores how human interaction with the environment is changed by government policies. It merges content from a variety of sources and presents them in a unique interface designed to connect various environmental policies of the United States to their trending results. Curated Topic Pages covers such areas as the Clean Air Act, the Endangered Species Act of 1973, fracking and the production of oil and gas, Native Americans, natural resources, pollution, health, and more.

This is the first module of a new program available on ProQuest Congressional which will offer Federal agency annual reports and other clearly defined Executive Branch series and periodicals, as well as selected monographs with significant research value. Content selection will focus on executive branch documents which have value for teaching, learning, and research when searched in conjunction with legislative branch materials. Every effort will be made to offer a complete run of each series so the user will be able to begin with current content and then go back in time to add context, and to offer newly digitised mid-twentieth century in cases where the content has not been digitised. Where possible, the content will bridge the gap between historic content in our existing Executive Branch historic collections and recent content going up to the present.

Each year, approximately 7,000-8,000 new cases are filed in the Supreme Court, but the Court agrees to hear only about 80 of those cases. The paid cases for which certiorari is denied—the cases not heard—are the cases included in our Cert Denied collection. This is the third module in our Cert Denied program. Sometimes the Court will continue to deny petitions on the same topic over a period of time before a case is finally accepted. Research on cert denied cases might examine the petition language, topics, court of origin, role of certain organisations, attorneys, and Justices, as well as allow users with access to our heard case content to compare the denied cases to similar cases which were accepted. Denied case content includes dockets and petition stage briefs, including amicus briefs.

This collection merges content from a variety of sources and presents them in a unique interface designed to connect various criminal justice policies of the United States to their trending results. Included in this extensive module are all criminal justice-related public laws and hearings, Legislative branch reports, Executive branch reports and data, press releases, and present-day and historical news articles. The design of the product includes timelines, contextual topic pages for laws, concepts, and events, and rekeyed statistical content that allows researchers to work with the data.

This addition to the Twentieth Century Religious Thought Library will be a video collection covering various global religions including Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Buddhism, and more. It will discuss how different faith and belief systems intertwines with our daily life, from navigating personal relationships to contemplating our mortality and processing death. Other topics include sacred spaces, worship, art, fashion in religion, and the challenges of practicing faith in the modern world.
Health Research Premium Collection

Over 120 Full-Text Scholarly and Trade Journals. Highlights include:

- Journal of AHIMA (Online) (American Health Information Management Association)
- 39 titles from Springer Nature B.V. such as:
  - Annals of Pediatric Surgery
  - Artery Research
  - Drugs - Real World Outcomes
  - Netherlands Heart Journal
  - Perspectives on Medical Education
  - Scandinavian Journal of Trauma, Resuscitation and Emergency Medicine
  - TSG: Tijdschrift voor Gezondheidswetenschappen
- 9 titles from Cambridge University Press including:
  - Acta Neuropsychiatrica
  - Antimicrobial Stewardship and Healthcare Epidemiology
  - Brain Impairment
  - Canadian Journal of Neurological Sciences
  - Irish Journal of Psychological Medicine
  - Personality Neuroscience
- National Institute of Clinical Excellence Guidance (full text content accessible to UK customers only). The evidence-based recommendations for health and care in England covering areas such as public health, social care, clinical care, diagnostics, safe staffing, and quality standards.

ProQuest One Psychology

ProQuest One Psychology is the most comprehensive and user-friendly resource available today designed to support the unique needs of the psychology and counseling curricula across research, teaching and learning.

Whether a PhD candidate searching for a validated test to use in their dissertation or research study, an undergraduate student exploring a psychological condition for the first time, or a faculty instructor seeking engaging content to support an assignment in their course, ProQuest One Psychology offers essential information delivered through a specialty interface designed to support the varied needs of those in the discipline.

Authoritative multi-format content
Content spanning scholarly journals, therapy videos, counseling transcripts, news, dissertations, research methodologies and more, provide users with a single location to explore the discipline.

A psychology-specific user experience
Much more than just a general cross search of content, the interface helps address the key use cases and tasks undertaken by those who are researching and learning the discipline.
Content is organised to align with how psychology users approach common assignments and research questions, allowing users to find the best information faster, and explore topics more deeply. ProQuest One Psychology Topic Pages provide foundational information on key psychology and counseling concepts, offering context and jumping off points for student assignments and deeper exploration.
**SciTech Premium Collection**

**New, more browsable SciTech product homepages are now live**

Based on extensive feedback from users the SciTech Premium, Technology Collection, and Natural Science Collection now have new, highly visual homepages that make it easier for users to access and evaluate the peer-reviewed journals, secondary sources, videos, and the other publication types they need to complete their work - see image below.

**New content added since January 2022**

**Over 170 full text scholarly journals** from some of the world’s most prestigious STM publishers of peer reviewed primary and secondary research including Nature research journals, John Wiley & Sons, Cambridge University Press, and many others.

**27 carefully vetted sources of tertiary literature** providing users with additional sources of news and analysis of the latest scientific discoveries. Newly added titles include SciDev.net (CABI Publishing), Anthropocene Magazine (Future Earth), and MIT Technology Review.

**New sources of gray literature** including Environmental Impact Statements from the U.S EPA, reports from Fisheries & Oceans Canada, and research publications from WorldFish (non-profit aquaculture research institution).

**400+ videos** across a broad range of science and engineering subjects.

**O’Reilly for Higher Education**

With a network of world-renowned technical innovators and corporate leaders, O’Reilly provides users with ebooks, videos audiobooks, case studies, and expertly curated playlists to keep users informed of what’s next in the fast-paced disciplines of business and technology.

"...an excellent choice for supporting higher education students and faculty in their technology learning and research".  
- The Charleston Advisor, January 2023

New content and platform features added in 2022 include:

- **2,500+ Books, 730+ Audiobooks and 890+ Videos** from renowned publishers like Packt, Manning Publications, Wiley, Apress, Ascent Audio
- **AI-powered search and topic discovery** - personalised search results so learners can find what they need, quickly
- **New navigation** - A more efficient way to move throughout the platform and discover all it has to offer
- **Courses by skill, and level** - New on-demand courses and an improved course discovery tool to find just the right set of courses based on relevant skills
- **Topics access facilitates browse** - New personalised topics experience for more streamlined browsing
Ex Libris

Alma

Alma’s unified library management service, the anchor to Ex Libris Higher Education services platform, provides libraries with a cost-effective and flexible library management solution.

Some of the new developments streamlining librarian workflows are:

- Improved electronic resource management capabilities, including updated and enhanced Overlap Analysis tools
- New integrations for resource sharing functionality, along with an enhanced UX for task lists
- Upgrades to discovery and delivery of digital material by patrons, in addition to management and application of copyright terms in Alma Digital
- Improved management of metadata through the Alma Community Zone and more
- Expansion of analytics and an improved user interface for report creation
- Enhanced support for consortia, enabling collaborative and library-specific workspaces

Primo

Primo maximises the exposure of library collections, while providing students and researchers with fast access to scholarly materials and intuitive ways to explore new content.

What’s new with Primo:

- Specialised search scopes for disciplines and resource types
- Advanced Search enhancements, including barcode search
- Ability to include/exclude full text matches in default search
- More options to set linking preferences and display additional links in record
- Give Us Feedback improvements and customisation options
- Rights updates enhancements
- 30+ Quicklinks providers to improve full text access

Summon

Summon is a resource discovery solution that enables patrons to uncover a wealth of academic content, while advancing information literacy.

What’s new with Summon:

- Link display improvements for Open Access content
- Refreshed Advanced Search page
- SAML support for Sierra via Summon, including for saved searches
- Enhanced linking and coverage date display for title-level e-journal results
- Rights updates enhancements
- 30+ Quicklinks providers to improve full text access

Data Excellence

Librarians and their patrons can benefit from the best possible data and data management processes across Ex Libris services. For Alma users, Community Zone record quality is continuously improved by providing accurate and rich MARC records. The customer experience is benefiting from a focus on linking quality through the Central Discovery Index (CDI). Daily content update cycles and rights processing times are also becoming faster, benefiting both CDI and Alma. In addition, Ex Libris knowledgebases and CDI are expanding with new and diverse content from around the world.

Linked Data

Ex Libris is continuing its ongoing effort to leverage the global metadata ecosystem to benefit libraries, librarians and patrons. By bringing Linked Data into the library, you’re joining a metadata ecosystem of global discoverability and comprehensive interoperability. Cataloging is far more accurate and much less manual, while search results are relevant, reliable, informative and fast. Ex Libris is leading the way to Linked Data integration across its services.
Rapido

Rapido is a discovery-to-delivery library resource sharing platform focused on staff efficiency and user services. For staff, Rapido automates and simplifies the borrowing and lending processes, helping manage a high volume of requests efficiently. For users, Rapido provides a central location where they can find the materials they need with a quick and frictionless experience.

What's new with Rapido:
- New integrations with Article Galaxy by Research Solutions and with CCC
- 90 customers are now live with Rapido

RapidILL

With a community of more than 600 partners across the globe, RapidILL libraries have fast and low-friction access to a myriad of electronic and print collections. Designed by librarians for librarians, RapidILL supports dynamic resource sharing, streamlines and automates interlibrary loan processes, reduces turnaround time and cuts costs.

Library Mobile App

Library Mobile is a library app that is designed to enhance patron engagement and give greater visibility to library services and resources. Integrations, including Alma, Primo and Leganto, make it easier for patrons to access library materials on the go.

What's new with Library Mobile:
- User signup and social media credentials is now available for Facebook, Google and LI
- Coming soon! Patrons will be able to use the app to check out library books

campusM

campusM is a student engagement platform that helps universities engage with, support and retain their students. Our unified mobile and web app allows educators to easily offer a personalised digital companion for students throughout their academic journey, giving students seamless access to institutional services and resources, helping them navigate their day on campus, and empowering better decision-making about how they manage their time.

What's new with campusM:
- New Task Board feature released
- User signup and social media credentials is now available for Facebook, Google and LI

Leganto

Leganto, a course resource list management solution, connects the library to teaching and learning. Increase the usage of the library resources in courses, streamline your library processing workflows, and gain actionable insights into course activities to enhance library services and impact.

What's new with Leganto:
- Deeper integration with learning management systems (LMS), enabling a seamless experience for faculty and students
- Support for active learning, including Social Reading and Read & Respond assignments on course materials
- Enhanced functionality to support library productivity

Controlled Digital Lending

Controlled Digital Lending (CDL) is a developing practice that allows libraries to lend a digital copy of a physical resource in a “lend-like-print” manner. Ex Libris has a vision for integrating CDL capabilities within our products to help librarians serve their users in the most modern and adaptive way possible. Ex Libris has taken the first steps to support libraries by providing CDL capabilities within Alma Digital, with more planned in the field of reserves management, general circulation and resource sharing.
ProQuest Platform Enhancements Support Users with Features on Search Results Pages

ProQuest is continuing to optimise the ProQuest Platform based on customer and user feedback. Recent enhancements are available which offer new options for assessing and interacting with search results.

• Use Tools have been added to individual records in search results, offering users options to work directly within each search result item. As a user moves through the results list, individual items can be cited, emailed or saved to My Research. This change offers users more flexibility with how users interact with search results, offering options for individual result Use Tools, or Use Tools that apply to multiple items within the search results list.

• A “Quick Look” option is available on search results allowing users to quickly move item-by-item through the results list to get key information. Users see an overview of each item, including abstract and indexing if available and link to full text if available. This feature helps users gain a fast picture of how useful and relevant search results items are to their research question without needing to click into every result item.

• The search field present on results pages can now be hidden from view by the user if they desire, allowing for more focus on the results list.

More detail, including screenshots, can be found on the Support Center.

Google Single-Sign-On (SSO)

Users accessing ProQuest Platform through their academic institution can now seamlessly authenticate into ProQuest Platform using their institutional Google Account credentials. Google Single-Sign-On is an authentication option for products available on the ProQuest platform and facilitates easy access to the library’s ProQuest databases.

Students, faculty, and staff have one fewer password to remember, and librarians and electronic resource administrators can use the Google Account capabilities to configure and manage product access for their users. Once logged-in, users can easily share and save articles using Google Workspace for Education tools like Google Docs.

Google SSO is just the latest in a series of platform enhancements by ProQuest in recent years to facilitate deeper integration with student and faculty workflows.

To learn more about configuring Google Account Single-Sign-On for your ProQuest solutions, visit the Support Center article.

Integrating Web of Science Data Insights into ProQuest Platform

Data insights from Web of Science are being integrated into ProQuest Platform, offering ProQuest users key metrics to help inform their research journey at their point of need. This enhancement connects features of the Web of Science and ProQuest platforms across publication titles, documents and authors.

• Web of Science journal metrics in ProQuest Platform help users assess the world’s leading journals with publisher-neutral data and gain insight into publications and documents to make informed, confident decisions.

• Web of Science Author Profiles in ProQuest will help researchers determine which authors are subject matter experts on a topic to identify opinion leaders and investigate and find collaborators.

• Web of Science citation counts in ProQuest Platform supports confident discovery and assessment, helping users quickly locate key papers on topics of interest and stay up to date with the latest research.

These enhancements support ProQuest users with insights and key metrics at their point need.
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